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practice,  said 
William 
Tidwell,  CFA 
statewide  
vice 
president  and 
microbiology 
professor.
 But it 
includes  a 
few
 re-




Essentially  it 













ulty right to 






guarantees  faculty 









 Association of 
Uni-
versity  Professors
 policy, as op-
posed to 
leaving decisions
 to the dis-







. . . the union 
spokesman 
r Reduces the maximum workload 
for professors. 
r Provides automatic sabbatical 
leave.  
r Requested benefits include pro-
viding child care facilities for fac-
ulty members.01The board of trust-
ees proposal, according to the CFA 
newsletter, essentially calls for giv-
ing the president of each campus the 
power to render the final decision in 
appointments, evaluations, promo -
lions, layoffs and recall
 of profes-
sors. Their proposal includes provi-


















































The proposal is written in such 
an extreme manner that during 
bar-
gaining when CFA concedes an item 
and the trustees concede an item, 
the trustees will 
come out ahead. 
Not only must the CFA convince 
the trustees of their proposal, but 
they must also 












 the seven SJSU dormitories will be increased by five 
percent 
next  semester. 
The cost of room 
and board during a college year for a double occu-
pancy room will be 
$2,891  for 19 meals, $2,591 for 15 meals and 
$2,498  for ten 
meals.  
The fees for single occupancy 
rooms  will be $100 more than double oc-
cupancy 
rooms West  Hall, the 12 story high-rise 
located
 at ninth and San 
Carlos
 streets,
 is the only dormitory with single rooms. 
The five 
percent  increase will only effect food costs, 
room fees will re-
main the same. 
The food fees are 
determined  by the Spartan Shops board of directors, 
and the increase 
reflects  the rise in costs associated 








 move into the dormitories on August 21:







 year, meals were not served
 until classes started. 
Woodward
 said he is changing the food
-serving  policy next semester 
because many residents 
requested  meal service on those 
three days. 
In the past, Woodward 
said
 he would hire his Dining Commons 
crew 
during 
the first three days so he would





However, he said the "skeleton





during  the 
first three days









said the housing com-
nittee  













































































































and  one male 
student 





























voted  unanimously 















lost the election 
to be 
the exclusive 
bargaining  agent for 
the faculty  






president of UPC and
 a SJSU coun-
selor, said that 




which  they 
said all of the CSU faculty
 would rat-
ify the contract, she 
said. Now the 















major  area of 




















































 of CFA. 
At the time
 of the 
February  
dee-











Puppeteer Kathy Foley 
is




Betty  in a 
bee performance at -Music ot Jaya," 
Friday 
at 























Keith  Hodgin 
Ruth Love, superintendent of 
Chicago schools 
and  an SJSU grad-
uate. will give the commencement 
address during 
the May 28 cere-
mony at Spartan Stadium. 
Love 
graduated  from SJSU in 
1954  with a bachelor's 
degree  in El-
ementary  Education,
 and received 
her 
master's
 degree from San 
Fran-
cisco State
 and her 
doctorate  from 
the United States 
International  Uni-
versity in San Diego.
 




John  Brazil, executive 
assistant  to 
President Gail 
Fullerton. 
Brazil said Love is 
an authority 
on 
the  issues of education 
in
 the 70s 
and 805. 
Love was superintendent 
of the 
Oakland 
Unified  School District 
from 1975 to 1981, 
when  she took the 
job  in Chicago. 
Before the Oakland
 job she was 
director 
of the "right to read effort" 

























































award,  they 
include:
 Phil-
lip  Boyce, 














































































































 the remaining 
money from the 
unallocated surplus




 fund, Associated 
Students general fund and to 
Spartan  Shops des-
ignated
 reserve fund. 
A surplus of $38,183 
will be 
divided,  leaving 




discretionary  fund is exac-
tly what the name implies, a fund used at 
the 
president's 
deiscretion, said John Brazil, exec-
utive assistant to the president. 
"In the past it has been used on anything 
from entertaining visiting 
dignitaries  to special 
forms of instructions," Brazil said. 
The Unallocated
 Surplus Committee is a 
subcommittee of the Spartan 
Shops board of di-
rectors. 
Its function is to review requests from 
various 
campus groups for funds 
from  the $137,-
000 surplus 
generated  from from Epartan Shops 
Inc.'s
 last fiscal year. 
"Without including todays 
allocation,  Spar-
tan Shops has 
allocated out wel! over $400,000 to 
the University," said Ed Zant, 




He pointed out 
that
 this does not include 
buildings  but are strictly cash grants. 
In other action,
 the board of directors ap-
proved the Unallocated Surplus Committee's 
recommendation to give out a total of $8,310 to 
four different 
groups.  
The Master of Business Association 
re-
ceived $5,000 as 
a matching grant with the un-
derstanding that the 
association will become a 
corporate
 entity. 
The intent of the funding is that the associa-
tion will present within 90 days the evidence of 
corporate
 





create  a perpetual fund to be 
used
 at 
the association's discretion. 
"I'm 
impressed
 by the association's intent 
of a 
perpetual  fund to help 
people
 down the line," 
said James Murphy. 
chairman of the board and 
member
 of the unallocated surplus 
committee.  
The International 
Center had asked for $2,-
000 
to be used 
as 
grants-in-aid




 room and board. 
The ASPIRE 
program got $110 from the un-
allocated surplus. This to 
be used for an infor-
mational
 booklet about the program to 
be 
handed out to 
interested students. 
The 
Native  American Students 
Association  
got $600 to 
be used for a 500 miles spiritual run in 
coordination with the Native American Aware-
ness Day. 
Brewers 





Something's brewing at the As-
sociated Students program board. 
Four
 major beer companies, 




combined  total of $10,000 to 
SJSU 




 and it looks like
 they will be 
contributing 
even
 more money 
to -
ward's 




 this rate, it looks 
like  all the 
shows next
 year are going to be beer
 
sponsored," said 
director  Dan Ross, 
only half in jest. 
The board was allocated $80,000 
from the 
Associated  Students for the 
1982-83 school year. 
Ten events, about 
25 percent of 
all program board shows, have been 
co -sponsored by 
beer  companies 
this spring, and already the brew 
meisters are clamoring for 
more.  
Michelob, which sponsored the 
"Great 
Rock  and Roll Time 
Ma-
chine", wants to 
sponsor
 a rock con-
cert series next year 
similar  to the 
Miller rock series that brought 
Nick  
Lowe and Paul Carrack, Bonnie 
Hayes and the Wild Combo, and the
 
Fountain Blues Festival to campus 
this 
year.  
"I don't know how you guys do 
it," board advisor Ted Gehrke told 
his minions at a recent meeting, 
"but we (the program board) have 
never had so many co-sponsorhips." 
According to 
Ross,  it isn't very 
hard at all. The beer companies
 
come to him. 
The beer companies call cam-
pus promotion "Image Enhance-
ment Programs", according to Bob 
Friemer of AMP 
Marketing,
 who 
handles Schlitz's campus promo-
tion.  
Lowenbrau started with 40 sepa-
rate events around the country a 
couple of years ago, and 
has tripled 
its sponsorships since then, accord-
ing to Claire McCarthy of Les Weign 
Associates, which handles Lowen-
brau's campus promotion.
 The com-
pany also brought "The Wall" to a 
special
 Thursday Night Cinema. 
The larger 
campuses  benefit 
most of all. Friemer said that when 
the beer companies think of campus 
promotion in Northern California 
they think of SJSU, Cal 
Berkely,  San 
Francisco State and Cal 
Davis.  
The efforts don't
 translate into 
sales
 very well because many stu-
dents  aren't 21, but endorsing an 
event is a comparatively 
cheap  
form of advertising,




 Co. paid 
$4,000 
to the 
program board for presenting
 
three concerts and 
picked up the tab 
for 




and  fliers. 
The added 
revenue
 has allowed 
the board 
to produce more 
shows 










night,  and 
brought
 four 













not  have happened
 if it 
weren't
 for the Schlitz money 
behind  
it, Ross said. 
Nor would
 Nick Lowe have 
rocked  the campus
 without beer 
money,
 Ross said. 
Although no 
booze  is sold at 
pro-
gram 
board events ( 
unless  they're 
held in the Spartan
 Pub), Board 
members
 have discussed 
obtaining 
a liquor license
 at a recent meeting.
 
They 




 would be too much of a 
"hassle"  to sell beer due to 
carding  









 in the 80s, according to the 
National Weather 
Service.  Clear 















Pubbshed lop the 
University




Department  ol Journalism and Mess 
Communications  
Julie




















































 Then student 
offi-
cials  need to ask 
themselves  if they 
can 
blame students







example  of hov the A.S. operates 
Is
 the handling






spring's  student elections, 
headed  
by Election
 Board Chairman Steve 
Freiling,  
suffered from
 the same "Who's
 on first?" 
syndrome 




Election  officials didn't know what their 
jobs 





the computer that counted 
bal-
lots, and 
were  unresponsive to 
complaints  
by candidates and voters.
 
We bring
 up the issue of March's 
elec-
tions at 
this late date because 
now it is obvi-
ous that the A.S. 
election board and the 
A.S.  
board 
of directors plan to do 
nothing
 about 
preventing the same 








close to election booths, poll
 of-






 . . 
. 
to mark 
their ballots, and 
those officials 
wearing party




 between the 
A.S. constitution





 left some 
candidates 
unsure  of qualifications
 needed to 
run for office. 
At least two of 
the  candidates, 
Jerry Jones
 and Jim Goulding,
 were booted 
from the election





A.S. p- resident Kathy
 Cor-
dova asked
 the election 




to get its 
act  together 
and 
plug the 















 and the A.S.
 
board  of directors
















































































































for the land 
to leave that
 land, so that
 absen-
tee
 owners could 
come in and 












 crowded into the 
cities
 
where  they were 
compelled
 to compete with
 their own 
children for degrading 
and menial labor. 
Business  quickly 
Progressed.  
The assembly line 
gave
 each worker only a compo-
nent task in the process of 
building  a product. So what if 
it became impossible to take any pride in your accom-
plishments at the 
workplace? The assembly line facili-
tated efficiency and growth,
 and who could argue that 
these were not good things? 
Labor unions 
were formed in 
an
 effort to gain 
lever-
age  for the 
unskilled
 and semi -skilled
 workers. Of 
course 
factory  owners were 




 people are 
Communists  and So-
cialists




thugs  to 
come




Depending on the situation, they could usually de-
pend on the U.S. government to step in and give them a 
hand. In the name of Progress, of course. 
Advertising became very Progressive. 
It was
 determined that people had an insatiable de-
sire for consumer durables, and that these 
products  
need only be brought to the consumers'
 attention to en-
sure 
eventual purchase. They were
 right. Like Pavlo-
vian dogs, we salivated 
everytime  advertisers rang the 
bell of a new product.
 
People 
had  to have a 
new  washing 
machine  or they 
couldn't 
be happy. New
 clothes had 
to be purchased
 be-
cause  last year's










Progress  in marketing 
brought us predatory 
pric-
ing. This enabled 
relatively  large corporations
 to price 
their products
 at a level where 
they
 were guaranteed to 
lose 
money in the short 
run.  In the long run, 
small-scale 
competitors
 were put out of 
business,
 creating monopo-
lies  for the larger ones. 
Technological
 
Progress  is 








 we are 




embrace  the 
computer 




 to be 
simpletons  for 
life.  
The Information Age promises to free us from any 
need to think for ourselves.
 The human mind is weak 
and inefficient, and therefore must be bypassed on mat-
ters of importance. All hail Silicon Progress! 
Weapons Progress has been the 
greatest progress of 
all. 
We live in an age of nuclear morality, where "nu-
clear war is possible, probable, and 
winnable." . 
We've Progressed to the point 
where  world annihila-
tion is a commonly and 
comfortably discussed concept. 
Progress dictates that the Earth
 will indeed one day 
be destroyed. 
When it becomes
 profitable, it will happen. 
This article reflects the personal
 opinion of the writer.  
Meterology students 
oppose  Air Force Ad 
Editor:
 
The undersigned students from 
the Meteorology Department
 of San 
Jose State wish to respond to the re-
cruitment ad in the April 28 issue of 
the
 Daily. The ad stated that meteo-
rology students would find job op-
portunities, experience, and top pay 
in the Air 
Force.  
We would like  to tell Sgt. Step-
nitz that we don't care to participate 
in the Air Force or any other branch 
of the U.S. war machine. Further, 
we oppose both U.S. and Soviet mili-
tarism and call upon all students to 








































































































































































the  18005 people understood and ap-
preciated satire. As 
well, I fail to de-
tect the maturity in a phrase such as 
"blow it out your nose and grow 
up." 
The irrelevancies and unfoun-
dedness involved in the
 demanding 
task of writing such an excellent 
piece of satire seemed to soar right 
over the heads of our two 
"aeronau-
tic" strippers, the Brads Kidwell 
and 
Armstrong.  
The next time you educated 
let-
ter writers try to figure out how Jon-
athan
 Swift's "Modest Proposal" 
can be considered funny
 or why 
Lewis Carroll is famous for writing 
a children's story, please remember 
Aaron 
Crowe's letter. 
Finally, I'm of the belief that at 
least one person will be content after 
reading the 
three letters printed. 
"Greeks' cartoonist Rusty Summer -
ell 
can  now be happy in his knowl-
edge that 6 people in the school prob-
ably laugh at 









Last Monday, California was 
struck by an 
earthquake  that mea-
sured a 6.5 on the Richter scale. As 
all the damage reports were coming 
in, we 
began  to wonder what we 




 How prepared are 
we in case a disastrous earthquake 
hits SJSU? Are we informed of what 
to do? No. Because of this, we feel 
that precautions have to be 
taken. 
Lectures, pamphlets, and emer-
gency first aid classes should
 be 
made easily available so students 
and faculty can
 easily obtain such 
vital information. This 



























A group of 18 
biology  students 
and two biology faculty just re-
turned from seven weeks in Costa 
Rica. They 
were  participants in a 
field program in 
tropical biology, 
the first time this program has been 
offered. 
During
 their seven weeks, 
they 
had lots of exotic 
adventures  
with rickety busses






giant sea turtles coming
 ashore, 
recruiting local
 children to help 
in 










 or Dr. 
Myatt (7-3005), 




 in on details 
and/or  put 
you  in touch with 



















































 or to the 
information  
center  on 
the first floor 




How  do you 










 don't have a 
lot  of finals because 
I'm  an 
art
 





that  are all 
due 
at 





















I go flying. 
Not  on drug  
trips or anything like that. 
I'm into general 
aviation   
single or twin 
engine 
planes.  Then after finals I 
gc "trunk.
 















 in my 
life. Last 
night I 











due  Friday. 
It's no big deal. 
I just do It. 
Anni Pa trus 
sociology 




 massage and a 
beer.  And just 
knowing  
that it's over
 and I never 
have to 
go

























































































































































 Ed Nemetz 
Ed Nemetz is the manager of the
 
cam-
pus Office of 
Traffic
 and Parking Oper-
ations.
 Spartan Daily reporter
 Larry 
Hooper






























greater than the capacity
 of those re 
sources. 
Q:Why 
couldn't  the university an-
ticipate that demand 
and  work toward 
meeting it? 
A:You're  talking about a 
problem
 
that has existed for 
over a decade. Ac-
tually, it stems from a 
limited  number 
of acres( 75). We are the smallest cam-
pus in the system
 by acreage. So, our 
buildings go up instead
 of out. Conse-
quently we have more parking garages 
than any 
other  campus in the CSU sys-
tem.
 Because of that 
environment,  it is 
very costly 
whenever
 we plan to in-
crease our 
parking  resources. 
The  pat-
tern has been over the 
decades that 




 increases right 
along with it. So we never really catch 
up. 
Q:Why
 has the university
 relied so 
heavily on the dirt lots on Fourth Street 
across
 form campus, knowing full well 
that the lots are planned 
for devel-
opment?  
A:The dirt lots were available for 
years. The city cooperated
 with the uni-
versity and allowed the lots to be used 
for student parking. We didn't have any 
choice. You can't look a gift horse in the 
mouth
 when your in the type of situa-
tion we are in. 
Q: Why hasn't the university been 
pursuing alternatives to the dirt lots 
while we use
 them? 
A:There was the plan to build the 
Fourth Street garage and it would 
prob-
ably have been 
finished  about now. But 




opposition to the garage mounted 
at that time in 1980.
 There was also 
some faculty opposition.
 Then there 
was the cost of bonds. The bond market 
was extremely 
high  at that time, and so 
financing though the bond market 
seemed rather remote. But the key 
issue
 there was student
 opposition. The 
social 
science  faculty, I 
don't think, 
could have




 of the student 
opposi-
tion, 
there  was too much, 
and  the uni-
versity decided





the university go ahead 
with the garage project 
now, if it is ap-
proved by the CSU
 board of trustees? 
A:If  it manages to 
cross  the re-
maining 
hurdles,  I think so. 
Q: City officials have 
said that we 
won't  have the dirt lots after the end of 
the year. possibly the 





hen the dii t 
lots close











































































will  find 
ourselves










































the bus is certainly a 
good alternative
 for those that it is con-











 zone task 
orce"  and "15-story 
build-
ng 
slated  for San Jose", 
Nay  9) which 
appeared  on 
he front page 
simulta-
neously,
 just confirmed my 
suspicions that 
San  Jose is 
.ransforming  
into







Greeks  and 
the A.S. 
Board have 





 people . . . 
( chicanos, blacks, 
and 
poor 
whites) . .". These 





 the college commu-





is parallel to the 




Soon we will all be 
required  
to 
wear as part of our 
school  uniforms SJSU 
t -
shirts  to separate us from 
the derelicts









 the Greeks 
might consider as 
one of 
their more worthwhile and 
significant
 community pro-
jects, to help these resi-
dents. 
Alongside the  zone 
task force article 
appeared 
a story 
concerning  the new 
fifteenth story eyesore 
which will soon 
be
 con-
structed downtown. The 
building will contain 
a use-





chandelier" and a restau-
rant for
 those who have 
, enough green in 
their wal-
lets. Oh,
 and of course, 
I what would 
an affluent 
"red  and gray 
granite 














council,  the 




the  point of all 











for  its 
not




San  Jose 
is 
home  for 
many  of 
these  cit-
izens 
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structures.  These 
buildings 
will 


























 campus police 
really concerned with the 
safety  of the students? I 
say no! 
Since the spring se-
mester began, the escort 
service has changed its ju-
risdiction twice, slowly 
creating a smaller and 
smaller  area in which a 
student may be escorted to 
his/her destination in 
safety.
 
We are all aware of the 




fornia, San Jose State not 
Lxcluded; however, the 
cuts that this university 
has made is at the
 expense 
of our safety. It is true, as 
President Gail Fullerton 
explains,
 that the crime 
rate on and 
around
 campus 







 blue  
phones, increased patrols, 
escorts, etx. ). Relax secu-
rity
 measures, however, 
and a rise in the crime
 rate 
is inevitable. Let's face it, 
San Jose 
State  is an inter-
city campus with intercity 
problems. Crime 
in this 
area cannot be 
eliminated  









handling  of the situa-
tion by key personnel, spe-
cifically certain escort 
dispatchers. Most stu-
dents, like 
myself,  are un-
aware of the jurisdiction 
policies of the 
escort serv-
ice. Moreover, campus se-
curity has made no 
effort  
to change this. Instead, we 
are simply subject to the 
whims of the dispatcher.
 
One 
night you are escorted 
home, the next, you pick up 
a 
blue phone only to dis-
cover that an escort 
will 
not be provided because 
you are not within jurisdic-
tion. The rudeness of the 
dispatcher results in com-
plete frustration which 
rapidly turns into infuria-
tion when you notice seve-
ral escorts standing 
around doing absolutely 
nothing while you're left to 
fend for yourself. 
Would it not make 
more sense 
for the dis-
patcher to suggest that an 
escort be provided for you 
that 
evening,  but in the fu-
ture you will need to make 
other arrangements? No, 
perhaps this 
is
 too much to 
ask. 
Unfortunately,  it ap-
pears as if those in high 
places have
 not stopped to 
consider the most impor-
tant reason why their jobs 
exist, namely, to insure the 
safety of each and every 





























































mejian is not "stick-
ing his nose into an 
area reserved by the
 
constitution for the 
judicial branch."
 His 
action in invoking his 
denial  of parole for 
the convicted rapist 




 of his of-
fice.
 
2. Judges have never 
"been  removed from 
the public's grasp by 
being  appointed to 
office rather than 
being elected." In 
California all judges 
must regularly be 
sustained in office by 
a vote of the people. 
This does
 not apply 
to members of the 




states that "the law, 
at least for now, is 
based 
on reforma-
tion" (rather than 
punishment). While 
this  may be true, he 
has not shown that the rap-
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 to uphold the law
 by 
denying the
 parole. lithe 




 as Mr. Ber-
kowitz states, we 
can re-
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The view from down under 
Pschology professor Richard 
Hicks,
 a native of 
New Castle, Australia,
 is teaching at SJSU as part of a 
staff exchange between SJSU 




 with the Spartan 
Daily (May 
3), I've had time to move 
around California more than 
was
 the case before  partly because
 it's stopped rain-
ing! I 
have  been amazed and 
captivated
 by the rugged 
beauty of many
 of the places I've 
visited  or by the 
uniqueness of the
 centers: not only 
Monterey  and Car-
mel, but now 
the Yosemites, Lake Tahoe, the 
beach  
front areas ( where I 





through  Santa Barbara to 
San Diego . .1 loved 
the zoo  
especially  being able to "go 
by
 bus" or ride 
the up-escalators! I enjoyed
 Universal Studios. But 
Disneyland 
was  sheer delight: and a 
boyhood  dream 
come true: it 
pleased my child -heart like
 nothing else 
has
 for years. And nearer home
 I've enjoyed the Santa 
Cruz area: beachfront,
 piers, boardwalk 
and moun-
tains
  but not the road "over 
the top" from Los Gatos 
on. And 
I've  enjoyed a little time 
in
 San Francisco too 
 there's a city of character. 
So 
I've been settling in to 
my
 environment and 
finding I enjoy it greatly. 
Some 
things
 I don't like about the Bay Area 
are the 
crime problems  especially
 around downtown San 
Jose. But 
then, we have similar areas in 
Brisbane,  like 
Fortitude Valley, 
where  it's scary to walk after 
dark.
 I 
don't like the mudslides 
that
 seem everywhere here  
at least around the hills: 
we've  got nothing like this in 
my experience in Queenland  
though
 we do get floods 
and fires, regretably. And I don't like
 minor irritations 
like getting parking tickets (well I 
got those in Bris-
bane too when I forgot where my car was or got tied up 
talking with students or just in my 
books),
 or I don't 
like having trouble cashing 
checks at the bank because 
"I'm not known." But at least
 these things are under-
standable:  I have to get to 
know
 the system. And I do 
not 
enjoy  earthquakes, like 
Wednesday's!  We've had 
nothing like 
that  in Australia. 
I do like the 
squirrels  scampering
 in the trees and 
on fences  
they remind 
me
 of the possums
 that are 
fairly  common in 




beginning  to like 
the change in 
the  weather. 
Maybe 
I can get involved




 here too! 




too. I like 
teaching.  I 
had
 to get to 




first   and 
they




I use like 





for napkin: a 
napkin  in 
Australia




 in my classes
 are 
responsive,
 keen on 
their 
work and 
interested  in 
what  is going 
on.  I do get 
reactions
 like this in 
my classes at 
the  Queenland 
Insti-
tute of 
Technology  too, 








here.  I do not 





 I think 
there is a 
quality  of 
courtesy, 
of
 readiness to 
be friends, in 














 a short 
summer visit ) 
that I will think 
"they"are driving 
on the wrong side 
of 
the road; 
I will think their 
driving is less 
considerate  of 
pedestrians an 
other motorists; and







 accent I heard
 everywhere 




















Really.  I'm 
not  kidding. 
But 
there's  one 
species  that is 
so vile, so 
hideous 
that I can't
 help but 
loathe  it. It's not
 a cat, either.
 
It's 
a canine, a 
bowser, a 




 a bitch. 
That's  right 
 a dog. But
 not just 
any  dog 




dogs  I don't











 those fluffy, 
pink
-toed, blue bow 
tie  across the 
head, 
crummy  excuse for a dog kind of dog.
 
The kind of dog 
that won't lift its leg on a fire hy-
drant or your next door neighbor's
 tree, and certainly 
never its owners
 tree, but instead trots 30 yards 
down  
the block to whizz all 
over the tires of your new car  all 
four of 
them  that's the kind of dog 
I hate. That's a  poo-
dle. Why my 
almost  psychotic hate for the cute 
little 
poochies? The answer goes 
back
 to my childhood, when 
I had to mow the 
lawn.  Two poodles lived in the same
 
comfortable 
middle-class  cul-de-sac where I 
lived,  and 
our lawn 
was  a magnet for them. 
The grass was beautiful, 
plush, and always ble-
mished with semi -dried
 poodle turds. Dodging 
the  turds 
was tough
 for a little boy hanging 
onto the back of a pow-






never forget the sound 
those 
turds  
made when I ran over 
them with 
the mower  
the constant 





































burned  my 




friends  BB -gun 































never  be 
vindicated,
 


















































































































 that's too 
































pet   a 
fluffy 
white
  you 
guessed
 it  
poodle.
 


























We all seem endowed with 
the evolutionary drive to 
succeed
 and enlist the admiration of our fellow citizens.
 
Approval and recognition for our human
 efforts is en-
grained deep in our 





































 write the 
copy that
 goes on 
the  bottom 
of tis-
sue boxes? Day after 
day some poor writer




 probably do not 
know how many 
customers  actually read
 the bottom of tissue
 boxes. 
One answer
 is that all 
the  obsessive 
readers  of 
America read them.
 All those insatiable 
readers, who, 
while brushing 
their teeth or 
flossing with 
mint  floss 
need
 to read. Millions
 of Americans 
scramble  through 






 to making a 
desperate  lunge for 
the tissue 
box, in 
hopes of a new 
frontier  of reading
 pleasure. 
Truly fine 
costs  less, and the
 plain outline 
drawings  
of their products
 show it is a 
budget  box. 
Scotties
 have the 
stained-glass  
look,  and it gives
 a 
coupon
 for Kodak 
film developing.
 For every
 roll of 
film the 
customers  get a 
FREE coupon
 for a FREE
 box 
of Scotties
  oh boy. 
The creme 
de
 la creme 
of



















































































































































women  in history to 
endangered  species, 
to how to 
fold a 
carnation
 out of tissue. 








learns about the 
robin:  "The American
 robin is 
always a 
welcome
 sign of spring,
 and a pleasant 
re-
minder of days spent
 watching this red
-breasted bird 
run and 
hop  across backyard 
or grassy park." 
The National
 Wildlife Federation
 prepared the 
se-
ries that 
includes a black 
and white 
drawing
 of a robin 
with  an earthworm 
in its beak and 




Among  the 
public
 service 













 and Sports 
has  a message. 
"If you believe 
in well-
ness, you 
believe  that the 
future  of your 
health  is largely 
in your own
 hands. You 
recognize 
that








 a family 
of bicycles 
races  across 
the  
box,





their time in 
bathrooms 
reading  tissue 
boxes.  




Richard Barton, Dept. 
chairman 
of Aerospace 
Studies wrote a letter to the 
editor (Spartan
 Daily, 
Tues. May, 3, 1983) in 
which 
he cited various sta-
tistics

















 can be 
used
 to mislead. For
 exam-
ple, his claim 
that "from 
1966 










 to 23 
percent."  He 
fails to 
mention  that a 
large part



































































bottom  of a 
tissue 













Instead  of 
buy this, 
act  this way










 way the 
writer 
will  feel like 


























Write  your 
favorite 























was created by a simple 
change  in bookkeeping. 
The Nixon administration 
added social security and 
other government 
pension 
funds to the federal budget 
in the early 
1970s,  even 
though they had been and 
continue to be independent 
funds. If one looks simply 
at the federal budget which 
is funded by individual and 
corporate income tax, the 
defense budget is well over 
50 percent of the budget, 
followed by the payments 




mestic programs (welfare, 
health, national parks and 
forests, 
EPA,  agriculture, 
etc.) only require a few 
cents each per 
tax dollar. 
What
 is more disturb-



























































 is, after 
all, 
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music." 
What bothers me most, 
is  that there are still people 
who believe in Satan in the 
20th
 Century. The idea of 
backward masking is abso-
lutely 
ludicrous,
 and the 
belief that it is the influ-
ence of "the 
devil",  to the 
extent
 that masking exists 






ciency. If people of such ig-
norant persuasion are ever 
allowed to dictate social 
mores, our freedom will 














One man's ceiling is 
another man's floor. The 





certainly  brought 
this thought to my mind. 1 
in no way condone or con-
demn the use of paid per-
sonal 
advertisements  in 
local papers, 
but  this 
raised 
questions  in my 
mind. 
I have two 
objections  
and I think they have some 
weight. First of all, we are 
in a free market. Cheryl 
writes that ads 
should  be 
used for, exclusively, "sell-
ing 
services,  items and an-
nouncing employment op-
portunities. . . " Now, 
possibly the writer of this 
editorial forgets that not 
all goods are "terrible." If 
a person wants to buy to 
advertise themselves,
 
whose business is it to re-
strict them. As far as dan-
gerous or crazy 
people go, 
you 
















would  like 
to 
clean










































































fact,  I 




Possibly we could 
apply Cheryls 
advice here 
also, "The space occupied 
by these personal introduc-
tions could 
be































 But then, 
who 
knows.  
SJSU  may 
be the home 
























































































































































































































































































































Each one has the best weather, economy and 
'omen.
 


















































































































































California  can 
be an exciting
 place to live,
 
with 
Hollywood,  San 
Francisco 
and  a number
 of other 
tourist attractions
 to visit. 
But, 






its  slower pace 
and more 
graceful  style 
of










phis,  and a multitude
 of beaches 
and very good 
weather. 
And, 





storms,  the east


























 But to 
claim  that 
it
 is superior








makes  it a 
desira-
ble place
 to live. At 
the same 
time,  it is 
sure




issue  of 
state
 superiority







 on the 




where  we live,
 people 
should












Instead  of 
criticizing  






until  they 
have
 visited a 
state
 and see 
first-hand  
what
 it has to 




 you have 
never  seen. 
It 
is said that
 variety is 
the spice 
of




 a wide 














 reflects the 
















There is a time bomb 
ticking
 away in the world. 
Each day the bomb
 comes closer to exploding, and 
when
 
it does, it will destroy the world. The 
bomb is in the form 
of nuclear 
power.  
Dr. Helen Caldicott, pediatrician at Boston's Chil-
dren's 
Hospital  Medical Center studied the danger of ra-
diation exposure from nuclear power plants. She mea-
sured the exposure in rems.
 Rems are doses of absorbed 






She said even the
 smallest doses measured 
in milli-
rems
 can affect a person's biological
 system. A high 
dose of ionized
 radiation could  
cause  
acute  enchephalo-
pathic syndrome, and 
a dose of 450 rems or 
more  could 
cause acute radiation illness. 
The  radiation 
cycle
 of death is the 
number of ways 
deadly 
radiation can be transferred
 to humans. The 
steps
 of the cycle are 
mining,







I would like to clear up 
several points covered in 
my interview with Janet 




was conducted in the past 
tense 
whereas the related 
story was 
not.  Problems 
with "procedural checks" 
existed (past 
tense)  at the 
time of the alleged viola-
tion by Mr. Anderson. 
However,  many if not all, 
procedural improvements
 
mentioned in the article 
have been implemented. 
Second, better proce-
dural checks last summer 
may have prevented viola-
tions
 from taking place. 
But, they were not the 
cause! 
Third, I'd like to apol-
ogize to Holly Steinberg. 
Holly is very much aware
 
of "what's going on in the 
A.S. Office." She literally 
keeps the office func-
tioning 
smoothly by her-





 Thank you Holly 
for a great
 job. 
I'd also like to take this 
opportunity to apologize to 
Jean
 Lenart and the em-
ployees of  
the A.S. Busi-
ness
 Office. They do a fan-
ment,  plant operation, waste














 twenty years ago died from cancer or 
leukemia. 
Latent genetic
 diseases also are possible. If a cou-
ple's parents have been exposed to radiation, the cou-
ple's genes could
 produce a birth 
defect in their 
child,  al-
though
 neither one of the parents were exposed to high 
doses of radiation. 
Nuclear reactors 'also create 
plutonium  which is 
carcinogenic, and it only takes ten to 20 pounds of pluto-
nium to build a bomb. There are 4,000 pounds of bomb 
making plutonium missing in the United
 States alone. 
Frightening. 
Nuclear power plants also are not economical. The 
cost of operating and 
maintaining a nuclear powler 
plant
 is $23.5 million per year and the cost of construct-
ing a plant ranges around $1.2 billion. Because 
of fre-
quent shutdowns and other
 safety related problems, the 
operating
 capacity of most nucler power plants in only 
45 to 55 percent. 
A nuclear power plant can only last from 20 to 30 
years 
because the radiation is intense, and the plant can 
no  
longer  be repaired 
or
 maintained. 
Nuclear waste also is a problem. Caldicott said the 
cost of buying the United 
States'
 present load of 83 mil-
lion gallons of waste 




In a 1965 Washington
 1400 report, the potential dan-
LETTERS
 TO THE 
EDITOR 
tastic
 job and 
they























































































bomb."  But 
wait. . . it was







the  article 
con-
cerning
 the hoax 












people  at SJSU 
who actually
 get some 
thrill out of 
scaring stu-









































plc:mite  than 
the  selection ol Mil engagement ring and weddinp 
hands. No 
or
 appiellatc, that more 
than the 























and have no value at all. 
What was that man trying 
to 
prove?
 Pulling that stunt 
was stupid and a waste of 
time.  
Who in their right 
mind 
could stoop so low as to pull 
a hoax? For twenty min-
utes, he created an uproar, 
scaring many 
people. Stu-
dents attend SJSU to ob-
tain an education and 
they 
don't 
need  unnecessary in-
terruption like this to inter-
fere with thier class
 time. 
College is a place where 




what  do 
students  
gain out of uncalled for 
pranks? . . . Entirely noth-
ing! 
Let us rid the 
school
 of 
these pranksters who have 
nothing better to 
do than 
pull these little "stunts." 
We 
would like to com-






































All letters must bear 
the writer's name, signa-
ture, major,
 phone number 
and class standing. The 
phone number is for verifi-
cation purposes, 
and will 
be not be printed. 
Letters can be deliv-
ered to the 
Daily,  upstairs 
in Dwight Bentel Hall, or to 
the 
information  center on 
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Hurtyl Limited to Stock on Hand
 
gers of a nuclear power plant it 
a meltdown occurred 
are 27,000 prompt 
deaths
 within a one mile radius, 73,000 
severe cases of radiation which the victim in a 
44
 mile 
radius  would die within four to six weeks, 300,000 indi-
viduals
 would be twice as likly to 
develop  cancer, and 
there 
would  be  a maximum property damage of $17 bil-
lion. 
In the event of a nuclear 
war, the future of the Un-
tied  States in the hands of two men, 
who  control the le-
vers which start the
 war. Both levers must be pulled si-
multaneously and each man has
 a gun to shoot the other 
if 
the  partner becomes dereanged. Comforting? 
Caldi-
cott said when these
 people retire, they are suffering 
CIEE BUDGET 
AIR FARES 










PARIS  $789 
ASIA 'SO PACIFIC 
BANGKOK   $898 
HONG KONG 
$655 
SYDNEY   $880
 
TOKYO
  $695 
Also many other destina-
tions. Eurail pass. Britrail 
pass, Inel Student ID 
card. AYH card, books. 





Council  Travel 
312 Sutter St 
'407,








nuclear  power and people 
should become more in-
formed and express
 their concerns to 
their  elected offi-
cials.
 Nuclear power is too 
dangerous in its present
 
forms and steps 
should be taken to reduce
 the risks or to 
find 
and  develop new sauces





 do not get 
involved




explode.  It will be 
too late to 
complain  
for time has
 run out. 
This  article reflects the 
personal
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 or two 
friends
 with 
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has  always 
surrounded





 and Karen 
Sorensen  look at 
both
 sides of this 




 side, talked 
with  Robert 















 professor Donald Aitken. 
By Mark Sweeny 
Nuclear power is a 
controversial  topic in the United 
States. Many 
envirownentalists
 and citizens are pro-
testing the use of nuclear 
energy,
 but there also are 
many 
people  who support this source of energy. 
Robert Bell, manager
 of employee communication
 
and 
community  relations at General 







which is safe and clean. 
Bell has spoken
 on the advantages 
of
 nuclear energy 
to several of SJSU's 
environmental  studies classes. He 
said 
he
 represents General Electric's
 stand on nuclear 
power as a source of 
energy,  not as a weapons 
manufac-
turer. 











the facts are 
contradictory.
 He said there 
has  not 
been one
 report that has received 
the  unanimous sup-
port of medical and 
scientific  organizations. 
Bell
 said under federal
 law, a nuclear power
 worker 
can  receive a 
maximum
 exposure of 500 
millirems  per 
year.
 A rem is a unit of 
absorbed radiation in 
biological 
matter.
 Bell said nuclear 
power plants operate 
during 
their lifetime at less than 




to its workers. 
Bell said 
the tests conducted by John
 Coffman, nu-
clear  physicist and 
opponent
 to nuclear power, are 
dis-
puted. According
 to Bell, Goffman said that 
by coming 
in contact with 
plutonium, people will get cancer. 
"In mainland China, there 
was atomic weapons 
testing," Bell said. "There was an 
awful lot of pluto-
nium 
traveling  around the world, but not all people are 
dead and not all people have cancer." 
Although the nuclear 
accident  at Three Mile Island 
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania released high levels of ra-
diation in the environment, Bell 
said
 it is unlikely too 
that a 
similar
 situation will happen again. He said im-
provements have been made in plant designs and train-
ing methods.
 
Bell said there is a remote possiblity of a meltdown.
 
He said nuclear power systems are designed to keep fuel 
in the reactor at 
safe  temperatures and there are seve-
ral back-up systems if the main system fails. 
Although Bell admitted that nuclear power
 is not 
risk free and he cannot guarantee that a nuclear acci-
dent will not happen again, he said there are more se-
rious risks in the environment that people are not aware 
Nuclear
 Energy 












 derailing than a nuclear power acci-
dent. Bell 
said  within three days after Three Mile Is-
land, a Florida 
city  was evacuated because a train 
wreck released toxic 
chemicals  into the environment. 
He said transporting toxic 
chemicals
 is common in the 
Bay Area, but there
 is no evacuation plan. 
Storage of nuclear 
waste  is another power tha 
said is being corrected.
 He said it takes 300 years 
waste  to be less radioactive 
than  the uranium 
produce. 
Bell said the 
stainless steel tanks which
 
about  25 
years
 were






which last re 
than  300 yea . e 
a 
of the tanks 




power plant since 
pal reasons. 
"People
 in the U 
done 











Bell said an 
lions. He 
said it is comp 
nuclear power plant
 in the 
"We can build a po 
same plant to build o 
"but because of re 
money to build. 
Bell said sola 
energy in the fu 
more research 
ergy from a sole 
He
 said solar 
including
 intense h 
square 
miles  of land f 
al Electric has not s 
5.
 Bell said there ar 
t a year 
and no 
rcent a year." 
said the 
U.S. federal govern 
d a waste storage policy and ha 
of waste removal to private i 














r plant in Taiwan 















power may be a beneficia 
re, but he said it is too e 
ust be done. 
Hess
 
tid  one 
wer plant costs be 
wer also has e ' 
and la 
"411r 








 said it 
al 
plant. 
"People say shut down nuclear energy, bu 
also do not like coal, fossil fuel  or natural gas as a 
of energy," Bell said. "Take these four 
away
 and w 
are you left with? They say solar but fortunately solar 
isn't available yet." 
Although many people oppose nuclear energy, Bell 
said they make up their minds before studying both 
sides of the issue. 
"I think people are concerned about their safety and 
the safety of others," Bell said. "But we sometimes fear 
things we don't have 
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sins  unanswered. Although it i 
n cause cancers, leukemia an 









Aitken  said. 
cost is yet 
Aitken does not sup-
clear
 power. Approximately 
$35 billion in tax -
s money has gone 
to




 the industry can -
independently
 support itself on the 




 due to the high cost of 
accidents,  privated in-
surance companies cannot
 adequately insure nuclear 
power plants. 
Because  of this, the government is now 
providing 
insurance. Taxpayers are
 "already holding 
the  bag" for legal claims 
stemming
 from Three Mile Is-
land, he said. 
Taxpayers  also will pay for the 
destruction of nu-
clear 
power plants, he said. The 













. In addition, "There is 
te disposal






a ion while 
working
 at a 
facility. 

























c ear resear 
loot have any m 
ot going to 
play gen 
ition, the safety of nu 
ossly 
overestimated,"  h 
taken into account. In the 
nd plant 
operators have 
 struments, he said. 
till al the stage wh 
xperimental r 
last 30 years due to radiation 
build-up which will cause 
the 
buildings  to deteriorate. 
At
 the end of this time, a 
plant 
will 
have to he sealed 
off,
 




 to contain the













 the construction of new 
nu-
clear plants, 
Aitken  said, but 
America
 does not need 
them.
 By becoming more 
energy efficient, the 
country  
can easily continue to 
use the existing number of power
 
plants until
 the year 
2,000,  he said. 
One way to 
conserve  energy is through the devel-
spment of 
more
 energy efficient appliances,
 he said. 
Another way to save energy
 is to discourage electri-
city use during 








 periods, he said, but on a cloudy 
day,
 only 40 percent of 
Pacific





 now use a new









power  used in 
the afternoon,
 than for power
 
used  in the 
morning, 
he said. 
Another  way 
of leveling 
peak periods
 will be 
through  the use
 of a new 
solar  device 









 in the 
sun  and there 













peaks usually  
occur on 
hot,
















 power plants.  
But  this is just 
the start of 











 will act as 
a 
bridge to a new 
photovoltaic  age, he 
said. 
"It will be 
the world's 
major  industry,"
 Aitken said, 
and will 
supersede  oil by 
the year 2010. 
Major  oil compa-
nies
 are now 









year,  industries invested
 500 million 




present  cost of 
photovoltaics
 lover $1,000 
per 
year)
 is too high for 
practical  residential 
use,he
 said. But 
in 10 years
 the cost should be one
-tenth of current prices.
 
This will result from 
an "enormous world 
market,"  
company 
competion  and the 
marketing
 of a new, lower 
cost photovoltaic method,
 now under developement, 
he 
said. 
Electricity  produced from solar
 steam generators 
also
 looks promising 




incorrect  to say coal
 or oil must be 
used  if nu-
clear power is 
not, Aitken said. 
Energy  efficiency 
can  
supply the electricity
 needed now and 
solar devices will 
supply  what is needed 
in
 the future. 
Prisons:  A 
look
 












By Karen Sorensen 
"A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To 
Waste."  
The large print shouts at Soledad
 inmates from a 
poster in 
the  prison's education wing. 
Five times a week, 
approximately  30 Soledad inmates 
gather  here for classes taught by 
SJSU instructors. The 
courses are 
offered
 through a program which 
provides 
prisoners
 with a Bachelors of 
Arts  degree in Social Sci-
ence. 
The program, 
now in its third year, 
was first dis-
cussed in 
1979,  said Gerald Wheeler,
 dean of Social Sci-
ence. 
During
 that year, three







 to SJSU, 
accompanied by 




 have now received
 their degrees. 
The  main idea behind
 the program is 
that  education 
will help keep 
paroled offenders
 from returning 
to 
prison, 
Wheeler  said. 
Statistics  from the
 National 
Council
 on Crime 
and  De-
linquency have




 less likely to be 
convicted  again. 






 at Soledad, 





 laws and 
longer
 sentences 
are not the 
an-













 you have to 




 in the first
 place?" he 
said.  "To me, 
the major 
cause of crime








end up back 
at the same 




 said. They 




the  crime was
 committed 
against or 
those  they 
associated  
with at the time. 
"A 
degree  can 
often  be a ticket








 said. "To 
go
 
back  armed with
 a different 
perspective  on 
life,  knowing 
there  is more 
out  there they 
can  do, not only 
makes a dif-
ference for 






 realize the 
offender  has 










 $240 per 
course.  Although 
some
 may question 
the use of 




















 he said. "It 
gives 
them (students)




 hopes his 




"Education  offers a 
much better 
opportunity  to 
ex
-of-
fenders," he said 




self-improvement  to future 
employers."  
Education
 also helps the 
inmates
 during their time 
in 
prison, said Donna Ellis, 
coordinator  of the Soledad pro-
gram.
 Once








it,  she said.

















 now studying 








 an offer to work ins










portion of Soledad's 














































































best jobs in 
the pris-





















must  drive 
close to 
160 miles round-trip to teach 
once  a week. 
Stewart 
said when 
asked  to teach 
at Soledad, his
 first 
thought was, "Teach in 
prison?
 






began  to think
 what an 
"incredible  
chal-
lenge"  it 



















 to hear their 
outlook  on life." 




 at SJSU, 
according to 
Stewart.  The only 
differences
 there 
are  bars 
on the windows and the instructor
 does 
not have  the con-
trol  over students
 that he has 
with campus 
students, he 





control of the prison
 administrators. 








three  weeks due 
to a "lock
-down."
 A lock -down
 occurs 
when all 
prisoners  are 
confined  to their cells
 because of 
the 
threat












 are lucky and have 
TVs,
 they get to 
watch the 
lecture," Stewart said.
 "If they are unlucky,
 
they lose cut.. .or have to 
beg, borrow or steal notes." 
This puts 




 disadvantage prison students 
have, is the 
lack of 
research
 material available to 
them,  Borges said. 
Although 
the prison receives books
 donated by SJSU 
fa-
culty,  students still do not 
have
 access to all they need, 
he 
said.  
Borges and Stewart both said 
this
 is taken into ac-
count
 when designing
 a course. 
All 
five instructors are given a 
small  "security box" 
while teaching at the 
prison.  The box has a button 
which  
will activate
 an alarm should there 
be
 any trouble in the 
classroom.  
But both Borges
 and Stewart said they have 




The majority of students 
are  "appreciative and re-
spectful," Borges said. "Most 
students  are eager, bright 
and
 anxious to better 
themselves."  
Stewart felt similarly 
about his students. 
"They are extremely 
motivated  people," he said. 
"What skills they 
lack
 they make up in 
attitude."
 








By imprisoning approximately 
425,000  people, the 
United States "locks up more people than any  other 
major Western country," according to administration of 
justice Professor Harry Allen. In terms of western coun-
tries. "We
 are only exceeded by the Union of South Af-
rica," Allen said. 
Although the tendency in 
this  country is to punish 
criminals
 instead of rehabilitating them, this has not al-
ways been 
so,  said Allen, co-author of the textbook "Cor-
rections in America." 
When the 13 colonies were 
settled, Allen said, British 
law took 
precedence over whatever laws the 
colonists  
may  have established. 
'Treatment
 of offenders under 
British law were harsh." 
Punishment
 under this law included 
branding,  whip-
ping,  mutilation, drawing and 
quartering, and burning at 
the
 stake. "There were all sorts of 
interesting  ways of get-
ting rid of offenders" 
under  British law, he said. 
The "basic beginning" of the prison system in the 
United
 States took place in 1776. Allen said Thomas Jef-
ferson 
"incorporated  in the Constitution several works of 
early European philosophers." 
Some of the incorporated works,
 he said, included the 
ideas 
that people cannot be forced to testify against them-
selves, the presumption of innocence until guilt is proven, 
and the right of 
defendants' to know what the charges are 
and to defend themselves. The beginning of the actual 
prison  system 
came
 later, though. 
"1790 is viewed as the birth of the prison system in the 
United States," Allen said, "and that's the
 year in which 
the Quakers in Philadelphia talked the local politicians 
into setting aside a wing of the jail for a place to do pen-
ance, to think about their crimes 
and  repent." He said 
that is where the word penintentiary comes from. The 
Walnut Street Jail in Philadelphia was this country's first 
penktentiary. 
The period from 1790 to 1870 was "full of bleakness," 
Allen 
said. During this time there were people in "floating 
ships called hulks, and jail fever was pretty rampant," he 
said. Jail fever included, among other things, typhus. 
1870 is considered to be the major 
turning point in the 
field of prisons, Allen said, 
because Cincinnati's prison 
wardens and humanitarians 
got together and began dis-
cussing what to do with 
all  the people in prison. 
The answer that emerged at that time was that pris-
oners ought to be rehabilitated
 and changed, Allen said. 
Officials would concentrate their efforts on those "more 
likely to be changed, which are younger and 
not yet com-
mitted to a life of crime." At this time, people felt "re-







 a good 
idea in the United States, Allen said. The idea was
 good, 
"but  we didn't build any physical plants that were much 
different than the old -type prison." The "old
-type"
 
prison, Allen said, "sort of 
stifled  growth, innovation, and 
change." 
In 1935, 
rehabilitation  was thought to include "diagno-
sis, classification, psychiatric












 of today's 
Federal  Bureau of 
Prisons  "em-




a variety of 
prisons, he said. 
From 1935 until about 1974, 
rehabilitation
 was "big" 




























equivalent  to 
170  prisoners
 per 100,000
 people of 
the gen-
eral population.


















































































































































































It was in the mid -60s, when Stan 
Kent
 was just a small 
in the grimy industrial town of Wolverhampton, En-
nd, 
that his love affair began. But like Kent himself, 
love affair was anything but usual. 
The 26-year -old former SJSU student
 and Stanford 
raduate watched 





 rocket launch with fascination
 and decided 
hen, at the age
 of 9, that space was "where it's at." 
And 
space is where a lot of us 
will be going, soon, if 
an Kent and his non-profit San
 Jose based group Delta 
Vee are successful




 public has for space.
 
The name of his 
group,  Delta Vee, is an 
engineering  
term that refers to the change of 
velocity of an object in 
this
 
case,  he'd like to speed 
up
 the 
inhabitation  and indus-
trialization  of space.
 
As president of Delta Vee, Kent
 travels all over the 
country to talk to anyone 
who  will listen to
 what he has to 
say about the space program. 
"A lot of people don't see what 
space  has to do with 
their daily lives," the boyish looking astronautical engi-
neer said. "It touches 
everybody's lives, but the prime 
reason that most people don't 
realize ills because the en-
gineers) forgot to tell everyone, hey, this is what we're 
doing with all of your 
money, all your technology." 




program  is $10 to $15 for each dollar spent. 
"The number one thing that's paid for the space 
pro-
gram many 
times  over is communications satellites. It's 
the most profitable thing you can do in space right now," 
Kent said. By the year 2000, Kent says, there will 
be a 10 to 




has already been good to Kent, who last year 
quit his $36,000-a -year job at Lockheed Missiles
 and Space 
in Sunnyvale to devote his time to Delta Vee 




 page 8 
profit
-generating company,
 AstroSpace, Inc., 
a business 
involved  in advanced 
space systems 




 of the space 
shuttle,  NASA's 
reusa-
ble space truck,
 may make 
space  as 
accessable,
 if not as 
profitable,  for 
everyone  else as it 
has
 for Kent. 
"We'll  have people
 up there who 
could  build things 
that. . . 
will allow us to 
gold  mine the 
asteroids
 and build 
an industrial
 base in space. 
Just like we have
 industrial 




parks  in low 
earth  orbit, and 
many  people will 
go
 up and spend 
six  
months working up there," Kent
 said. 
And engineers
 and scientists 
won't have the 
lion's 
share of 
space work in the
 future, either, 
Kent says. 
"There'll be a great
 need for people to 
market the space 
program, for
 laborers, for 
lawyers,
 and even for 
journal-
ists." 
If you look at 
all the aspects of 
the  space program 
as 
it grows,
 what's the number
 one problem?" 








maybe  as early 








 flown in 
space and that 
will be a newsman. They're getting 
ready 
to do it right now on the shuttle." 
Hollywood 
won't be left out of space either.
 Movie 
producer  Steven Spielberg has already 
booked payload 
space on 
board one of the shuttles as 
part of the get -away 
specials
 offered by NASA. The 
get-aways  make space 
more accessible by taking 
payloads  into space for an un-












other  movies have made, he 
might  book several 
flights
 to film in space, and 
that's going to happen in 
the 
late 




 a good subject for a Speilberg
 film in 
space, if one is ever done.  With 
his  shaggy new -wave hair-
cut and sharp -looking clothes 
he looks more like a British 
rock star than 
one of the Silicon Valley's most enterpris-
ing young engineers. 
Kent's
 success belies his background. He was
 born 
and raised in the 
working
 class slums of London where he 
says "there was no 
future."  
'You
 would get out of school when you were 
15 and go 
to work in the coal
 mines or the steel mills and that was 
But that wasn't it for Kent. After seeing his 
first  space 
shot on TV 17 years ago he 
wrote  to NASA and was sur-
prised when they
 sent him all kinds of information back
 
about
 how to get a career in the space sciences. 
Through the help of a local high 
school teacher his sis-
ter had I.nown, and others
 that included Aeronautics 
Chairman Tom 
Leonard  and Professor Dick LeClair, Stan 
Kent came to SJSU as a 17 -year -old 
freshman  in aeronau-
tics. 
"I 
could  have applied other places," Kent said, "but 













Because  of Tom 
Leonard  and Dick 
LeClair,  who 
"took a 
personal interest"
 in Kent, he 
picked  SJSU. 
"When somebody
 like that takes 
that interest in 
you,  
it tells you 
that's
 the place you 











 Stands head and 
antlers  above the res
 
USE YOUR HEAD WHEN 














taken as a team, or individually, 
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ears Kent went 
on to Stanford where 
he 
graduated with both B.S. and M.S 
degrees  in astronautics I 
in 1978 when he was just 
22. That same year he was 
awarded the 
Hermann ()berth medal at the International
 
Astronautical Federation Congress held 
in
 Yugoslavia. 
His paper that described a 
new  method for converting a ! 
discarded fuel 
tank
 into a freight delivery 
system for 
goods manufactured in space was 
judged
 the  best student I 
paper in the 
world  by the IAF. 
Now Kent spends his 18
-hour  days designing tomor-
row's space 
ships but prefers to live his 
nights  in the pre-
sent.  
"I 
always make sure I get 
one  night free and I go out 
to all the local
 rock clubs and get sometimes
 'whirrly' 
drunk. That's where 





 knock himself out
 to make people 
more aware about 
space?  




 space) and 
have  the 
ability to reproduce
 the planet. I see the 
space  program 
and technology as an 
evolutionary  process, and just as 
there had to be one stupid crazy 
fish that crawled out on 
the land and didn't 
give
 up, there's gotta be some stupid 
crazy people
 to kick us in the rear end and get 
us off the 
planet."  
And what about stupid
 crazy movie characters millet!
 
E.T.'s?
 Do they exist? 
"I sure as hell hope they do," 
Kent says. "It's like the 
recent 
Monty Python movie "The Meaning of Life"they 
got this song that goes 
'I sure hope there's intelligence up 
there because there's bugger -all here down on earth.'
 
"And I think  if we're 
the 'flairing' species of the uni; 
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roar of engines 
and tons of metal
 hurtling around 
the 
track. Just the
 whir of spokes
 and the 
hiss









season's  Breaking 




Competitors  talk and 
joke as they u arm 
up,  spinning 
around the concrete
 oval. They wear 
brightly -colored jer-
seys 
and  black wool 
tights.
 At race time,







which  will propel the 
racers
 and their 18 -pound 
machines  to more 
than
 40 miles per 
hour.  
Race
 promoter Don 
Peterson,  sporting a 
white, bicy-
cle
-emblazoned  tie, works
 enthusiastically 
under  the 
track lights
 to make sure 




 to the track infield, 
saying,
 "Make sure 
I get a copy," 
before  hurrying off to 
another pre -race 
chore.  
An off-key, five -piece brass 
band  plays to a smatter-
ing of applause
 from the spectators 
sitting
 in the grands-
tands and ringing the 
top of the track. On the infield,
 rac-
ers walk around 
awkwardly in cleated 
shoes,  pump up 
tires, and make adjustments
 to their bikes. 
The machines 
are as brightly -colored 
as
 the racers' 
jersies. One is chrome-plated. 
The 
bikes  are exotic, yet simple. No 
derailleurs  and 
no brakes. One fixed 
gear enables the rider to brake, to a 
degree,
 with his legs, but it also allows
 no coasting. 
The band's 
trumpeter
 plays the Star-Spangled 
Ban-
ner, the crowd 
cheers, and the night's first 
race begins. 
Four three-man teams 
take positions at four corners 
of the 333 -meter
 track. Balanced from 
behind by "hold-
ers," 
the racers strap their
 feet into their pedals
 and 
reach
 for the handlebar
 "hooks." 
The starter's gun 
cracks, the holders release
 the 
bikes, and the racers lunge 
toward, off on a six -lap chase 
of the other three teams. 
This  is the team pursuit race, an 
Olympic  event intro-
duced this year 
to the Breaking Away series in 
anticipa-
tion of the 1984 
Los  Angeles games, where some of Friday 
night's riders may represent
 the United States. Unlike the 
four
-man
 Olympic version, each team 











































































races has three 
men.  
The racers ride single-file, 
front  wheels almost touch-
ing back
 wheels, two men crouched 
in
 the slip-stream cre-
ated by the lead rider. 
As the team enters a 
banked
 turn each half lap, the 
lead racer shoots 
up the wall and, if his timing is 
right,
 
drops down inches behind the tail man. 
The pursuit 
aspect of the race is really only for pacing 
and incentive; the team's tinie is what counts. 
After three heats Friday 
night,  the team with white -
and
-maroon
 jerseys sponsored by Saratoga West -Valley 
emerges with the fastest time. 
While the pursuit is a 
contest  of paced, steady speed, 
the sprint races combine strategy and explosive accelera-
tion. Up to nine racers 
ride in each three -lap heat, with 
the top two finishers qualifying for the sprint final. 
The pace of the first one -and -a -half laps of the race is 
usually 
relatively easy, with riders jockeying for position 
in 
the field. Then someone makes his move, and the race 
is on: cyclists jump out of the saddle, throw the bike back 
and 
forth 
underneath  themselves,  crank 
up to high 
speed;
 
settle back onto the saddle, legs spin in a blur around the 
last corner, thrusting the bike foward the last few meters 
before the finish line if the sprint is close. 
In the sprint final, Tim Fontaine leads the 
pack  to 
within half a lap of the finish, then suddenly pulls aside to 
allow his 
fresh  teammate 
"Stormin'  " 
Norman
 Gaul to 
sprint to victory. 
Next is 




 will finish. 
As the field crosses the 
finish  line each lap, the hind
-
While the pursuit race is 
a 
contest  of paced, steady 
speed, the sprint races 


















































































event  of the night
 is the 80-lap 
Madison 
team
 race.  There 
are two riders
 on each team,
 but only 
one at a time 
races. The 




 holding on to 
the chain -link 
fence at the 






When  the team 
members want




 drops down 
the bank, 
picking





 grabs a 
"jamming  
tool"  sewn into 
the new rider 
shorts, and 




 is critical. 
It
 saves the new 
racer  valu-
able 
energy,  but it often 
takes place in the 
middle of the 
fast-moving pack,



































and  a 
scraping
 of 




























































































































PSAT   


























Centers  op. 
days, 
evenings  and weekends
 
 Low hourly
 cost Dedicated 
full-time  staff 
 Complete TEST-n-TAPElon
 /acad,n






 Opportunity to 



















to study at 






































































out  of luck un-
less you can 




 your "great 
wines 
of Europe" 




 a group in 
San 
Jose 

















called  Delta 






!ander  on 
Mars.  Viking 
landed  on 
the  Red 











because  of 
budget cuts. 
Now, in addition to 
giv-
ing NASA money to keep 
projects going, Delta 
Vee 
helps people interested in 
space find a niche in the 
space 
program.  
Years of advanced 
mathematics and sciences 
are 
"absolutely  not" 
a re-
quirement





 going to 
see every
 aspect of 
modern 
day life 
extended  out there, 






with a technicians 
back-
ground or 
a liberal arts 
background
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Students  and Spartan Shops 
Being an 
engineer  is not 
the prerequiste




 1986, Kent 
says,  a 
civilian will have




U.S.  will have a 
space
 station in low 
earth 
orbit. 
An orbital space 
sta-
tion would open up vast 





prospects for a 
future in space 

















 "And at 
that point





















 get a 
hold of 





we'll  try 
to help 
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 as well 
as
 stu-
dents, all those seeking ad-
vice this semester were 
students, 
Greben said. 
Their problems ranged 
from marital disputes to 
bankruptcy to criminal 
cases,
 he said. 
But the 





lords, we call them"  be-
cause 
students  move in 
and  
out of their
















































and  his 
ques-
tion 

























offered their services free 
of charge to the university 
this semester but the Asso-
ciated Students will pay for 
the legal services next se-
mester. 
Steingart, who ap-
proached A.S. with the 
legal -advice offer, 
mod-
eled the program after a 
similar program at 
De 
Anza College. She said she 
offered to provide the serv-
ice because she believes 
there is a 
need for cheaper 
legal advice. 
"I had a 
desire  to do 
community legal work and 
I felt that ( under the Rea-
gan Administration)
 re-
sources to the community 
for low-cost legal 
services 




















will fund the 
program  so 
students and
 staff can 
con-
tinue to 






















































































pointments  for 
advice  be-
cause there 























 do," he 
said.  
Greben 
and  Steingart 
both 
said












 it from 
friends or read
























pus and in 
the dorms could 


























It is not dimly nor 
'rightly  lit, and it is not 
tiled to capacity but nei-
her is it empty.
 
It is Tuesday night
 and 



















































































great  to 
see 
'Gone  























So, why doesn't the pub 




nitely not used as much 
this semester due







































complained  about 
the 
screen not being  used and 
were 
wondering  whether 
the pub got its mone, 
worth  from purchasing the 
giant TV. 
"It has been suggested 
that the screen should
 be 
used 





























































The 60-inch Curtis 
Mathes "big screen" was 
purchased last semester 
by Spartan Food Services 
for 
$3,887.  
The intent was to show 
Monday night football 
They want their MTV 
LOS ANGELES 
(AR)  Duran 
Duran's
 Simon Le 
Bon 
runs panting through 
the jungles and bazaars
 of Sri 
Lanka. Styx's Dennis
 De Young is 
trapped
 in a futuristic 
prison  guarded by 
oriental
 robots. A sidewalk




 world of rock video,
 everything is pos-
sible, so long as 
it takes no more than 
three minutes or 
so and is done to a rock beat. 
The  rock video clip, a 
hybrid of promotional
 tool and 
art form,
 is fast becoming 
as pervasive a part
 of the 
American cultural 
scene as the video game.
 while blast-
ing  new energy into a 
sagging
 recording industry. 
These 
confections
 of sight and 
sound   videotaped 
images  in sync with a song 
 are shown in dance 
clubs  
and on a rash 
of
 commercial and cable 
television pro-
grams.
 Sony Corp. recently 
released  the first "videos," 
as they are called, 
available  to consumers. 
New 
bands  and their financially 
troubled  record la-
bels
 are the chief beneficiaries
 of this new art form, 
thanks mainly 
to





The Warner -Amex cable
 channel stereophonically
 
beams videos to more 
than 12 million viewers 
nation-
wide 24 
hours  a day. It is the major force
 behind the cur-
rent
 proliferation of videos,
 playing some 200 
different  
ones a day 
out of a library of about 1,200. 
"The two most 
powerful forces in our culture
 over 
the past two decades have been television 
and rock 'n' 
roll music," 
says
 MTV programming director 
John 
Sykes. "This is the first time
 they've ever been put to-
gether, and the impact has been incredible." 
"We're seeing acts like Men 
at
 Work, Stray Cats 
and Bow
 Wow Wow, that reallyhad no 
FM
 airplay, that 
got a great deal of use 
on MTV and  their record
 sales 
just  went crazy," said Scott 
Ross  of San Francisco's One 
Pass Film & 
Video Inc., a major 
producer  of concert vi-
deos. 
In fact,
 where MTV leads,
 radio increasingly
 seems 
to be following. 
"It's
 almost like 
MTV  is 
dictating
 the formats 
of
 
major  radio 





 radio used to 
be
 one of the 
largest




 into second 
place." 
A recent A.C. 
Nielsen survey




 prove that more
 and more, 
what
 people are 
seeing 








 68 percent of 






 62 percent put 






also  found that 
85
 percent of MTV
 view-
ers 
fall into the prime
 record
-purchasing  age 
bracket  of 
12 to 34;
 that 63 
percent
 had bought
 an artist's 
album 
games, but due to the 
NFL 
football strike the screen 
has not been used as 
much 
as planned. 
The pub manager 
has  
the final 
say in deciding 
when to use the screen.
 










Because of the license 
we have we can not :wok it 
up to pay TV, she said, " 
but whenever 
baseball sea-
son comes up, the screen 














 to new 











 a prime 
consideration





















 and few 
black acts















































































sale  of 












 a bail 
hearing  





 his $2 
million  bail


























 "It is 
my
 belief 








the  judge 
in the 
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two  houses






















May  6 to 
harm  his 
parents 
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set  for May
 23 
   
'The 
Q'




























































































Roger Budrow, journalism instructor and
 Spartan 
Daily 








shown  here during one 
of
 his infamous critiques 
at t're Daily. 
He referred to especially trustworthy convicts who 
might  be permitted to work in the mess and other vital 
areas despite a lockdown. In this lockdown, even they 
are being kept in their cells. 
"There are no exceptions in this lockdown. Staff (ci-
vilian) workers are feeding the inmates." 
In last Thusday's assaults, an inmate working out 
with a dumbbell, was caught in a fight and fatally hit in 
the head by one of 
14
 buckshot loads fired by a guards. 
No action was taken against a  corrections officer. 
Some six hours later, another fight broke out as a 
group marched to their cells from 
a mess hall and four 
men were stabbed. One man died shortly after, a second 
prisoner a few hours later in an outside hospital. 
   
Congress girds for budget showdown 
WASHINGTON 
(AP)
  The budget news is only 
going to get worse for President Reagan in the Republi-
can -controlled Senate. 
Ignoring public advice from some White House offi-
cials, GOP leader Howard Baker and Budget Commit-












has  the 
strength 




elements  of his 
tax  cut program
  this year's
 10 percent 
cut and 
tax indexing, 
scheduled  to begin
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 Steve Friend 
strains
 to beat























By Lisa Ewbank 
Going
 into the 
final six games





 season, the 
Spartans will 
more than
 likely play 





after last weekend's 




 is in no position to 
really challenge for 
the league championship
 or an at -large 
playoff
 berth. But 
then again, neither are the Broncos. 
Although  in third place, 
Santa  Clara is five -and -a
-half 
games  behind first
 place St. 
Mary's
 and five games
 
behind  second place 
Fresno State. The 
Spartans,  12-12, 








South  bay 










Fresno's  only 





 Gaels at 3 
p.m.  
Wednesday
 and will 
Spartan second baseman
 Dana Corey may have held 
on
 to the 
ball, but it is no concern to the umpire













































































































Rettig  at 
second.  
























Jeff  Crace 
rounded 
out the 
scoring  in 
the 
fateful 
fifth,  and 
pitcher 
Martinez  









anyway.  SJSU 




















formed to promote 
and 
enhance
 the sport of Table rennis 
at San Jose State. 
The  Table 
Tennis  Room










and  Thursday 
nights 
from
 6  


































with  Ed Bass being 





 managed five more runs, 
including  Mark 
Cummins'
 solo 
homer in the sixth, but 




 for the 
loss. 
Cummins, 









in the first game. 










up only one 
earned




The other three 




miscues by Caminiti and 
Krause
 led to the decisive 
scores. McLarnan 
is now 8-4, despite giving 
up only five 
hits and 
three  walks and striking out 
five. 
The  Spartans scored
 a single run in 
the fourth when 
Bajtos hit 
a sacrifice fly to 
bring in Scott 
Rettig from 
third, 
and another run 




pinch hitting for 
Lou Holt, scored 





 7-4 victory 
at Municipal 
Stadium 
highlighted  by 
new-found  power




home runs, a triple
 and a double in 
the win. 
The 







 brought the 
Spartans  to within
 one 





 run in 
the bottom 







 top of 






























singled  in 
Al 
















 in the 










 in the 
eighth  made


























 of the 
race for 
the 
playoffs,  is 





















SJSU ab r h 
1. Santa  Clara 




I 1 Bearden 
(I 
1 0 1 1 
RoIIgif 
1 1 0 0 Melrose 1 h 2 1 
1 0 
Friend ph 
1 0 0 0 Hansen 
dl
 
3 0 0 0 
Canyonoti
 3b 
3 0 2 
0 H.Ils pr 
0 0 0 0 
Belles
 Oh 
2 0 0 
1 Ounton It 




2 0 0 0 Cooper
 
F1 
2 0 0 0 
Cmce
 lb 
2 0 0 0 Mean,'
 ss 
3 0 0 0 
Noll 21, 
2 0 0 0 
Curnnuns




0 1 0 0 Darner 30 3 1 1 0 
Mauro  c 2 0 0 0 Hernandez c 
1 1 1 1 
Rotanson
 ph 





1 0 0 0 
Gallo  
cl 
2 0 2 0 
Towle
 
22 2 5 2 Totals 
21 
4 5 2 
SAW 000 100 
1.,  
2 
Soto Ora 001 030 max 
-4 
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WOODS  I 
IRONS 

















Copy  cassette tapes
 yourself any 
length Feel: 
Copy
 a one hour 
cassette  in 
less than two














monaural  copies, every
 time. Versatile: 
Make
 
I. 2. 3 . . 
or























































































































































BE LAY 54 C.5 
T IN THE DUN. I 'SHOULD 






































oo often? Well 
here's















Mill  it 




 IF I 
LAY OUT 
LONG FN00004,  









































(even  you) and 
.<2:00.
 










































































vaulter  Felix Bohni 
secured
 another 
championship  under his 
belt





Bohni's  vault of 17-4 made 
him  the first person in 
conference history to 
win three such championships, but 
the defending champion Spartans only 
tied for third in 
the overall 
standings with Long Beach State. Fresno 
State  took over as champion with 185 
points  and UC 
Irvine was second with 157. 
Another Spartan who 
emerged
 victorious at the 
meet, held Friday and Saturday, was senior Shawn
 
Perry, who threw his javelin 219-2 for the win. 
In the 110 high 
hurdles competition, junior Thor -
valour Thorsson finished in 
fourth
 place with a time of 
14.46, but managed to set an Icelandic
 national record in 
that event as well as the 400 intermediate 
hurdles, in 
which he also 
finished  fourth with a time of 51.30. 
With a time of 49.36, Bernie 
Holloway won the 400 
intermediate 
hurdles  competition. That was 
Holloway's  






 Career Planning 
and Placement office will 









Cheryl Alimen at 
277-
2272. 
   





Saturday  May 
28th in 
Morris  Dailey Audi-
torium. Min. Louis Farrak-
han will speak.
 Contact 


















 in that competition.
 
Junior  Frank 
Robinson won 
the 400 meter











forces to win the
 mile relay. 
These
 men set 
a conference
 meet 
record  and 
also  
emerged  




 in SJSU 
history. 
Eric Decatur, 
a junior who 
was injured 
earlier  in the 
season, crossed
 the finish 









 in the 400 
meter  relay for 
passing the 
baton out of the zone. 













 fourth in the
 
BOO  meters 
competition.  
Tied  for third 








with  6-feet -9 3/4 
inches.
 Wyrick 






















the high -paid 
profession  
of 
real  property appraising
 














































For mote information call or write: 
Inter -State 
College  of Real Property Apprais-rs 
(408)
 241-8814 
900 S. Winchester, Ste. 10, San Jose, CA 95i8  
Monday -Friday 9-5 












Empth..,  merit 
Guide 1983 
employer  Halmos 
$495
 Alsace.
 15261 Sob. Rd 
&mato.. 
Ca 95070.  
BEER MAKERS' 





 of 101 and 171 Tap 
pare and 
Co 2 Systems 
Bulk 
malts and complete wine
 making 
supplies - Books 
and gift items 
Beginners Beet Kit mekes
 9 gallons 
14 cases) 833 95 Beer   
of 
Amen.. 1040 N 4th St 288 
6647 Sal0 
JAIL  CA95112  
BOOKS WANTED Top doNate Amid for 
used 
textbooks. May 16-27 
SPARTAN
 BOOKSTORE  
CASH FOR YOUR
 books and re 
cordsini Recycle Books
-and Re 
cords 138 East Sante Clara be 







 We buy 
your used books end record. 
Please
 call for buying hours 286 
13275  
RUISE SHIPS NEED pursers, Prof. 
smnal tells how to qualify where 
to apply $3 
John Gorman, 4713 
NW 7th St No 305. Miami. FL 
33128   
RECEIVE A FREE FACIAL  with Mairy 
Kay Cosmetics 
which  includes  
personelieed 
skin care program 
and prof 
essiunal  make up tips Call 
Ten Tompkins at 379 8914
 lot 
VOW 
It.. facial.  
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con 
ter Sunday Lutheran 
10 45a rn 
Catholic  0 00 and 8 
OOP  m 
Prayer group Tuesday 
at 5 00prn 
Pt....  ..II campus 
Ministry  298 
0204
 for worship 
counseling  pro 
grams and study 
oPPortuMli
 
Rev Natalie Shires. Fr Bob Hayes. 
Sr Joan Panetta Rev 
Norb Firn 
AUTOMOTIVE  
70 MAVERICK new 

















off on used Call 
415 
354 9839  
ENGLISH 18 BOOKS for lumina, ses 
mon for Venderbelts 
lec 815 Ask 
for Wiles. 277 8901.  
NEW LES 
PAUL
 Vega guitar or Nap., 






& umpiree ended . Earn e.t.a 
money Training available Call Lei 
eon 
Svc  












 JOBS.1114 $28 000 
Carribeen. 


















 For Into, 
,nation  
cell  602 91350428. eat 
851  
DANCERS.

















$76 and $100 
per 
hr 
Models  also 













merit  tor placing 
postera  on cam 
pus  Bonus based on results 
Priraa awarded as well 800 528 
0853  
EARN $50000 cr more per w.k. 
worlung only 3 
hours  day 
Guaranteed, For 
more
 info write 
Quantum Enterpri.s 256 So 
Robertson Blvd Dept SO Beverly 
HAIL CA 
90211  
EVENINGS -TURN EXTRA orne into 
eixtris 58$ 
Earn 85 $10 per hour 
In
 out successful










and  energy con.rvetion co 
has 
%Inane
 and summer lobe avast 
eble Cell 
John Mack 14081 733-
7272  
FT SALES 
Entertainment  hold Five 
days
 Inc Sat
 Experience or 
knowledge of rock theater sports 
San Jose Bo. Office 912 
Town 
and Country Village S J In poison
 
only  
HANDYMAN (PERSON) 1 repair 
plumber 1 p.n.. lexpertl. 3  
floor
 layer  
& 
tile  layer. 4 electrical 
5 
01 all of the above
 For Sport 
menu nem campus $7 per hour 
Call Dun 295 7438  
KITCHEN HELPERS WANTED PT 
lunch or din.; hifts Prefer 
knowledge of Japanese food 
Apply in person 
Okayama Restau-
rant 585A No 651151 San Jose  
MALE STRIPPER for b.helorette 
party Amateur o k Cell 
281  
734741 auchtlonximmedietelv  
PART OR FULL TIME 
open/nye  10, em 












.P1.  call 
Tom Weber. 578-2100 brion 
5 30 5 7 301.  
STUDENT TO ASSIST in teaching ap 
pros 14 18 
Iva per weela. Mon 
thru Thrus. betw.n 3 7prn Must 
be excellent reader Will train 
$4 
25/h,
 Call Mr Spencer. 257 
11109 attat 12 noon.  
TRUCK TRANSFER DRIVER 
needed 




end good driving 
record Cell Am Grew at Ryder 
Truck Rental eh., 400 p rn 262-
7550.  
WORK STUDY STUDENTS wanted!, 
For fall 
...rester  Machonital 
Maintenance Arm Games 
Ares  
Mechanics Asst. Gam. 
Arse  
Desk Attendant.. Information 
Center Attendant Inquire at Dlr. 
tor's Office on 3rd floor in Student 
Union  
$10 PER HOUR AttrectIve woman 




tographer  Call 
Ch.  at 998 
0503   
HOUSING 





exchenge for light houlte 
work Call Bob 
at
 730 2585.  




 plus dep 
25d  2ba apt 
Walk to SJSU 
















 1531 al tar 5.00.  
ROOM 
FOR RENT Non emokers pre 
forted 1125 fro plus killIfilose Cell 
Anthony  281 /210 imuldal.  
ROOM FOR RENT nee,  campus 
8185 month
 
S utilities 355 
_itillh SI Call 282 9329  
SUMMER HOUSING 
MiF  $125 month 
Theta Chi 123 So I 1th St Call 
Merit ot Grimm 
179 9829  
STUDIO
 APARTMENTS $275 to 
9295 
Neat campus On* person 
only No pets 
First  end last plus 
$100 OH sheet 
parking and laun 
dry room 452 S 3rd 
Call  Pat 
295 7435  
SUMMER ROOMS
 for rent $150,mo 
concoct 
Ken.  Chris. or John 279 
9397  





'lashed roorns W.kly rates $60 
to 890 Unis Pd Linen & 
hou. 
keeping sem 
OH str.t parking. 
laundry  
facilities.  2 block. from 
SJSU 202 11 
234 S  11th In 
quire 122 North 8th St 998 
0223  
PERSONALS 
BASEBALL CARDS - Wanted Valli buy 
collectkms
 See Dr Lapin 
in 
Busi 
noes Tower 783 or call 415,837 
0191  
JAPANESE STUDENT wants English 
epeaking conversetional partner in 
.change for Japans. 
lesson.
 
Call Yuki  886-7255.  
LINDA I barely know roar but I'm be 
grnnmg to euspect your'r veno 
thing I've dreamed
 of Speed 
Racer 
SERVICES 
BECAUSE OF YOUR 
FANSTASTIC
 RE 
SPONSE. I am repeating my offer 
Bare it all. Stop shaving wan 
ing tw.sing or using Chemical 






 etc I 











3500 Gwen Chelgren R E. HAIR 
TODAY GONE TOMORROW 1845 
S Beacom Ave Sra C Com.. 
CA. 
CREATE YOUR WEIGHT//I Totally net 
teal spoorsch to pormart.t werght 
loss emphasizea creative. artistic 
process. NO DIET. Groups or 
private moons Free consul. 
Man Joan/293 5805 (nem cern 
nu.  
DENTAL/VISION PLAN for 
litudonte 
Enroll now, Save your teeth and 
eyes and also money information 
A.5 office or Phone 371 8811  
DISC JOCKEY
 with radio esperience 
will mak. 




hug*  wrlection 




*fences evadable Call 
Ross
 at 
248 1795  
DO
 YOU NEED FINANCIAL 
help Our 
computerlred service con help you 
find 5 to 25 sources of flnwiciel 
aid to easiet in your college educ 
Re. fee Re.. guarante. 
Free Into write 
Scholarship Dept 
Suite 500 210 So Ist 
St
 San 
Jo.. CA 95113,  
'HOT LICKS 
DISC JOCKEY 6 mobile 
music sante. Music for all occ 
ronsli Wadding.  specialty Spa 
dal discoune eeeee Monday thrit 
Fridey from 1125
 Over 60.000 
songs.  end 15 year. .perience 
- Call DJ" 
Gary
 Dodds 14008  559 
4080 Sea Our ad in The Enter-
tain*,  
INVITATIONS FOR
 ALL occasion. and 
all budgets Celligrephy and wed 
ding our sp.lelity Call Invit 
lions Ink 286 3444 lot free .11 
Plata  
MAIL RECEIVED FORWARDEOtletiells 










8 3. Prophet 5 Jeer Rock Even 
mental Original Music evadable for 
film 
video. etc Complete record-
ing facilities and services 24 Ms 
14151525 5475  
PRIVATE
 FLUTE LESSONS Local pro 
fessionel end 
experienced  inetruc 
torcperforrner 
will  hove openings 
this summer Any level accepted
 
CEA Sliaan 287 9769  
SCULPTURED NAILS Fingernail 
beauty and protection at reasona-
ble Prices 
Manan  289-0213  
STUDENT SPECIAL Ter prepare 
then - Chock  
inexpenaive. accu 








anda - elk for 
Pamela  
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by Pro. 
Free engegernent pron. Rex 




STUDENT TRAVEL SAVERS- AMST 
fm 598 Fre 589 Lon 
549.  Per 
739 
Auatralre 591 N.Zoeland 






much morel Call/coma 
in Council
 Travel ICIEEI 312 Sul 
ter. No 407. 13F. 
CA 94108 
14151 421 3473  
TAKE AMTRAK'S NIGHT TRAIN to Los 
Angeles. Oa... Santa Berbera 
or S. Luis 
Obispo Leave Son 
Jose daily at I lprn Only $37 










Son Bernardino Convenient re 
turns Tr car service Call Amtrak 
lomeeenrationa 
280,8992  
TOUR EUROPE SUMMER 
1983
 $17  





Share food flexible schedule. Folk 
Festisale, Call John 257-5433.  
TOUR EUROPE SUMMER 1983,517 a 
day
 
Includes VW van trans., 
talon
 and sl.ping .corriorlabons 
Share food
 
flexible schedule. Folk 





















AAA TYPING Word Processing
 All 
work guaranteed
 ReSurnee. term 
P.P...
 theses done by viper
 edi 
tat Call 370 2887  
ACCURATE
 TYPING - 
Fast.dependa  
tele. con.ientrou Expenenced  in 
typing 
term  papers, thesis.
 etc 
Sonnavale 736-8910  
CALL  LINDA FOR EXPERT proles
 
sionel
 typing $1 25/page Idouble 
sp.tedl C ttttt le transcription 
services available Neer Almaden 
Expwy 
S Branham Lane Guar 
enteed  quick return on all
 papers 
Phone 264 4504,  
CAROL'S PROF TYPINGMenscrIbing 
IBM II Fast accurate.
 re. 
$1 40.155 CsmiLes. 978 2193
  
EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE Reports 
thews. reaurnes. %Here
 Fast and 
accurate Word proc evailsble
 
249-0412. SC  
EVA'S PROFESSIONAL TYPING sera 
1. theses term paper letters. re 
sums No lob too small 
Discount
 
pup & delivery on 
large  cobs Reg 
ular lo tales 
926 9005  
XP T Y PING 
DM -sp moons 
$1 10/pg 
Licensed  court re 
aortae June 
285-6728.   
HAYMOW/
 & TYSON 
SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE Feet. 
...raw  prof 
typing  IBM Selectric 




5 00pm 10 30pm 
w.kdsys  and 
all dav Sraturda.  
LOCATED 
NEAR TULLY 
1 S.ter. Cor 
IBM 
Sehectric III imed . 
Anything 
typed 3rd yr typing lot SJSU stu 
dents & te.hers
 Call Audrey 
_Ira  5215.   
MASTERPIECE




Profeselonal  job guar 
anteed IBM 
Selectrk  Near SJSU 
Ran. at 267 
6050   




ofl Swells IBM Cheap' 80 N 
Third. 
No
 823 Sally 287 4355 
after
 2nm  
PAPER DUE, Don t type, Don't worry 




















 1975  
PERFECT PAPER TYPING Service 







SJSU  Graduate 
School  
Work performed
 on IBM Selectric
 








 deadline and 
quick turn wound
 I look forward 
to working with 
you this semester 
10 















 $2 00 
double =aced
 111.1 









rixperiencerl  de 
pendenla 
Reasonelble










&variable  Call 
Linda
 al 264 4504_ 











Scott  F. 
Bantonl 










orgonietrd  stu 
dents 
end  Ptofs 
from $1 00 
$1
 25Idbl owe 
Rush lobs NOT 
p rrrrr red 
Typing

















 III. prompt, 
neat.  
acc rrrrr 
Reasonable  wee 
739  
0715.   
TERM 
PAPERS.
 THESES. resumes 
for 
all 
you typing no.4. 
call Perfect 
Impressions  996 
3333  Student 
rates Locatellin
 Csmobell  
TYPING 




 repons.  dle.netions 
Approver/ ny 
SJSU Gr... Of 
flc  IBM Sel II South San Jose. 9 
cm to 9. m 
55227  9525  
TYPING
 WITH TIC SERVICE 
81
 2569 AN Univetsity formats 
IBM Sel.tric III Great resurnesi 
Carribri.cLG area near Good Sam 
Floaoltel Call 

















for  less, From 















 Monroe.  
TYPING/WORD 
PROCESSING.
 Theees.  
diss rep
 11. . legal 
briefs  Tap. 
trans Save 








2Enpoge I type 
90wprn 

















 3889  
WORDSWORTH  Fast and reliable 
Word Processing
 services for re 
Ports.
 
thesis. etc Letter 
CKIIINt,  









facility  to send resumes to multiple 
parties Campus 
pickup end de% 
e ra avolable 245

























































































































rates  Near SJSU 





A8 papers and 
resumes  your choice  Elite.
 Plc,  















































additional  line 






































$40 00  10 lines
 




































ICount apprOximotely 30 lettere and spaces 


































Encloeed  ,a 












 dare. only 
 
No fel undo on 



















By Pamela Steinriede 
This semester SJSU students, faculty members and 
employees were issued fewer parking tickets than last se-
mester. 









to last semester's 7,200, said Owen Payne, supervisor of 
parking enforcement. 
The majority of the tickets are for parking without a 
permit in campus 
lots.  Payne said. 
The decrease 
in tickets, Payne





 Motor Vehicles 
now makes it 
mandatory  
that 
past violations be 
paid
 before a car can 
be
 registered. 
Payne  also said 
there are 
fewer  drivers 
on
 the road 
with 
overdue  tickets, 
which  "makes it 
harder for us to 
find
 cars whose 





Officer  Karen 
Smith, a 
rookie




 has issued 









 is n3t 
to







Ed Za iit 
By 
Jan  Field 
Spartan Shops


























































































 for a 
company this size, Zant 
said.  
Spartan Shops is the 
only profit making organi-
zation  operating on the 
SJSU campus and have 92 
full time and 500 part time 
employees. 
Zant said it is impor-
tant to have money in re-




"This year we put 
more in ( the reserve 
funds) because of the re-
construction of the 
bakery 
and the purchasing of the 




























The total profit figure 
is arrived 
at after the 
money 
going into the dif-
ferent reserves is sub-
tracted from the net  in-




Spartan Shops has 
three major reserve funds, 
the mobile contingency 
fund, the vending reserve 
and the long range capital 


























 after the 
funds to the different
 re-
serves 
are  subtracted. 
"Some of them ( the re-
serves)
 are generated by 
revenues, and some of 
them from sales. They are 
all included in the budget 
on the income side," Zant 
said. 
All profits the com-
pany generates go back 






















 the long range
 














The reserve is 





































choice  of 
great 
pizza  
toppings  and 


















































IIMI I= MN NMI EN NO 
MI 
Get  $1.00











































writes the most, but it is tc 
regulate  illegal parking," 
Payne said. "I would be 
happier  
if
 they ( the 
officers) 
were not writing any at all." 
The number of violations 
issued by University Police 
officers  was not 
available,
 
but  officer Alex Dourov
 said he 
has written about 30 tickets 
during the Spring, 1983 semes-
ter for 
everything from parking in red 
zones to leaving a 
car 
in
 a space for more
 than the allotted 
time. 
"It is not our job to write 
someone  up for lack of park-
ing 
permits,  but we do that 
sometimes,"
 he said. "We are 
here
 for the function
 of law enforcement."
 
Dourov
 said a new 
state law 
implemented  in 
January 
has given the 
officers the 
power  to impound






owners  have 
accummulated
 
more than five 
unpaid tickets. 
University  





on that violation 
in the past three 
months. 
"One student





back,"  Dourov 
said.  "He had 























 reading and 
workshop on 
campus  this 
weekend
 as part 







 books of po-
etry, 





and is also co
-winner
 of the American
 
Book 
Award  in poetry 
for
 his "Selected 
Poems," 
published




 held from 
9:30
 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Sunday in the 
Faculty  Of-
fices 
Building  lounge. 
Cost for 
Poetry  Center 
members  is $20, 




can  be made by 
calling Naomi Clark,
 277-2817 or 354-1353. 
Kinnel's reading is 
scheduled
 for 8 p.m. 
Saturday in the
 Student Union Umunhum 
Room. Admission is $4, 
with  tickets avail-
able at the 
door.  
Born in Providence, 
Rhode  Island in 
1927, the son of 
immigrant  parents, Kinnell 
received  his bachelor's degree summa cum 
laude from Princeton
 in .1948. A year later 
Galway 
Kinnell  
. .author of 
poetry  book 
he
 was awarded 
a master's 
degree




Kinnell  has 
taught
 in France,
 Iran and 
Australia  and last
 year was 
Distinguished  
Visiting  Professor
 at the 
University  of Ha-
waii.  
He now















"one  of the 
















Society  of 
Ameri-
ca's  Shelley 
Memorial  
Award  (1973) 
and  the 
Award  of Merit 
Medal  from the 
Academy 
and Institute
 of Arts and Letters 
(1975) 
Both  the 
workshop  and 
reading  are 




 of Humanities 
and  the Arts, and 
Reed  Magazine. and are 
funded  in part by 




 Arts Council 












hom  pep 
1 
laration of  




 3,000 members 






 CFA. Tidwell 
does
 not know how 
many of those 
faculty were 





seems  to have 
no easy 
reconcilation  in sight 
soon. 
There  is not a 








statewide  vice 
president  of UPC 
and a SJSU 
engineering 
professor.  He repeated 
the  UPC 
position that it 
would  like to see a 
merger be-
tween




 if they would 
offer a 
reasonable unification
 proposal," he 
said. 
The
 merger sentiment 
was also ex-
pressed  during the 
elections  and after 
the 
February 
decision  by Stewart
 Long, presi-
dent of UPC. 
The 
faculty gained the 
right  to choose a 
union to act as 
their  bargaining agent
 with 
the board 
of trustees by the









 held between 
the 
UPC  and the 
CFA.
 The results 
showed  
UPC won by 










faculty  person 
who  voted was an administrator, like a 
dean, 
was not considered teaching
 faculty. 
The challenges, 
about 200 from UPC, and 
300 by the board of trustees, prolonged the 
final election results until February when 
CFA was 
declared  the winner by 39 votes. 
In April CFA changed its name from Con-
gress of Faculty Associations to California 
Faculty Associations. It is affiliated with the 
American Association of University Profes-
sors (AAUP), the California State Employ-
ee's Association (CSEA), the California Tea-
cher's Association (CTA), and the National 
Education Association (NEA). 
The UPC is affiliated with the American 
Federation of Teachers, and the AFL-CIO. 
LET'S
 
BE
 
BLUNT
 
OUR  
ck 
CASH
 
o*-
kt) 
yous
 
s') 
WE
 
PAY
 
TOP 
DOLLAR  
FOR
 
YOUR
 
BOOKS
 
foleitsto.
 
330 SOUTH 
TENTH 
STREET  
SAN 
JOSE,  
CALIFORNIA  
95112 
PHONE
 408 256
 0930 
